THE SUMMIT at FIRST HILL is known for being home to very active, engaged seniors – many looking for a sense of Jewishness. It’s exceptional senior care on every level – including our new Memory Support Program with 24 apartments on the entire and reconfigured second floor.

Think about it. When any of us lose the ability to manage our world, we’ll need support – and need it right away. Support from skilled professionals who, thankfully, can help us make those connections once again without making us feel that we can’t do it on our own.

Unlike many others, The Summit’s approach to Memory Support focuses on what residents can do – not on what they can’t. The higher level of Assisted Living staffing is exceptional, interacting with residents 24 hours a day. They remove obstacles, minimize challenges, reduce frustrations and relieve anxiety – all designed to make life simpler, more enjoyable, more rewarding. The self-contained second floor is a community unto itself with adults in similar stages of life.

The robust array of ongoing activities is amazing: art and music therapy, horticultural therapy, exercising, massage, storytelling, baking, you name it. Three great meals a day by Chef Jeremy and snacks in-between – all at a consistent monthly rate, without unexpected charges.

The community asked for specialized Assisted Living Memory Support within a Jewish setting. Now you have it.

FOR INFORMATION, A TOUR OR ASSESSMENT, CONTACT
NAOMI GOLDICK, Director of Social Work & Marketing
206.456.9715 | naomig@summitatfirsthill.org